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In 2019 I fell down the stairs. My fault. I was carrying a tray of 

food and lost sight of my footing. My mind was not on what I 

was doing and I was in a hurry. When I let the tray block the 

view of my feet it happened: when I went to take the next step 

there was nothing there. The tray, food, silverware, dishes, 

and me hit the tile landing with a sickening series of crashes. 

Fortunately there were no broken bones, but my feet, ankles, 

right hip, and back were screaming. Other than the pain I 

thought I was okay...but the next day I had to go to the ER. 

So if you were the accident investigator, the primary elements here would be 

lack of care, lack of attention. distraction, and haste. As you 

can see, accidents are often a chain of events. If you will 

break the chain, the accident and resultant injuries can be 

avoided. That is the Safety Way. 

 

The Safety Way 

The safety dictionary 

DISTRACTION — divided attention. A 

preventative to concentration. Falling 

down the stairs.  

If taken advantage of, Civil Air Patrol is a 

wonderful opportunity to prepare cadets 

for a military career or even a more 

successful life. Because it is military we 

emphasize customs and courtesies, and 

obedience to orders. Have you considered, 

then, that in following orders there is 

safety? Depending on your position in the 

unit, you may not have what is called “the 

big picture.” Consequently, there may be 

danger present of which you are not aware. 

In a case such as this, a superior may give 

you a command designed to protect you. If 

you have disciplined 

yourself to follow orders 

you could avoid harm and 

maintain personal safety. 

Something to think about. 

   cadet corner 

Pass-ing a fire 

 

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 

As you know, the safety of aircraft 

operations depends on the adherence of 

proper procedures. The primary driver of 

procedures are checklists, both normal 

and emergency. Since human memory is 

faulty—especially when  a pilot is tired—

checklists are not 

to be memorized. 

You can perform a 

flow then consult 

a checklist, but 

leaving it in the 

side pocket is 

asking for an 

accident.  

PILOT’S cOrner 

Practice it with 

purpose. 
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SAFETY TIP 

ABOUT THE PILLARS 

As we conclude the examination 

of the pillars in the above graphic, 

we will look at the fourth and last 

pillar: SAFETY PROMOTION AND 

RECOGNITION. Safety is not 

something we just pull out of the 

bag when it is required. It is 

always required. Promotion of 

safety keeps it in the forefront of 

our thinking and activities. It is 

an excellent habit to develop. 

Continual safety education is an 

ind ispensab le  par tner  to 

promotion and recognition. Seek 

it out and be attentive when it is 

offered. You are protecting 

yourself and your unit members. 

SafeTy’S reSuLTS  

CAPR 160-1 IN FOCUS 

CAPR 160-1 1.2.4. 

Core Competency. 

The goal of the CAP 

Safety Program is 

for each and every 

member of Civil Air 

Patrol, as well as 

the organization 

itself, to embrace and practice RISK 

MANAGEMENT as a core competency of 

Civil Air Patrol. 

PREPARE AND 

PREVENT 

INSTEAD OF 

REPAIR AND 

REPENT. 

People first 

Why “people 

first” and not 

“safety first”?

The real 

pathway to 

“safety” is with people. The best work we 

can do is to focus on “people-work” first. 

People are at the heart of any organization. 

Without the time, talent, and treasure of 

people, we cannot be the organization we 

aspire to be. Too much focus on 

“compliance” and not enough on helping 

people understand their critical role in 

safety as one outcome among many, risks 

program engagement. If the program 

doesn’t work with people to support safety 

as one outcome among many, we become 

stagnant in our organizational capabilities 

and risk not living up to our mission-vision. 

(Ref: Reviewing A Safety Significant Occurance) 

coordination 

An important best practice is coordination 

of effort. If you have a group, or even a 

second individual, performing a project or 

task, please ensure that all members are 

aware of what each is doing and that there 

is a leader coordinating the overall effort. 

Otherwise safety can fall through the cracks. 

LEAVE SOONER 

DRIVE SLOWER 

LIVE LONGER. 

 

RM 

 

ANALYZE CONTINUOUSLY 
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Roles of the safety officer 

Droning on consistency 

Whether you are a pilot, observer, or just a 

passenger, please remember to be looking 

outside for collision hazards. Now, along 

with other aircraft, drones have become a 

serious concern in flying safety. Drones are 

particularly present at low altitudes. Even 

the smaller ones can cause severe damage. 

Remember Newton’s Second Law of 

Motion? F=MA means force equals mass 

times acceleration. A small but fast object 

can act like a larger object. Keep watch. 

Test Footage 
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The Air Force promotes 

“Excellence in all we do.”, 

as Civil Air Patrol 

promotes excellence as a 

Core Value. If excellence is properly 

practiced, then safety becomes a vital 

component because excellence as 

practiced will embrace care in all 

operations and prevent accidents. 

Civil Air Patrol’s 

Safety Aim for 2023 

and beyond is to maximize member’s 

capability to anticipate, recognize, 

evaluate, and control hazardous conditions 

that lead to injury, illness, or damage. 

  SAFETY aim 

KNOW 

THE 

SIGNS 

The need to remain consistent in safety 

cannot be understated. We only have to be 

inattentive once during an activity to allow 

an unsafe situation to take hold.   

Consider each activity to be fluid. With 

personnel on the move and even aircraft or 

other equipment, the situation has to be 

constantly monitored and evaluated 

towards the preservation of CAP members 

and assets.  

The safety of CAP activities is on our hands. 

Safety Officers fulfill a role essential to the important mission/s of Civil Air Patrol. You are 

part watchdog, part gatekeeper, part teacher, and part shield against injury or loss. 

Without you level of safety would suffer. Without the requisite level of safety, 

the CAP mission would suffer. If the CAP mission suffers, so do those who 

depend upon the organization and the services it offers.  

SAFETY FIRST BECAUSE INJURIES LAST 


